Henk te Velde
Cultural analysis is a product of its time. The concept of political religion acquired its current meaning in studies of totalitarian politics in the interwar period. Its perhaps most classic text is Politische Religionen by Eric Voegelin (1938) . Voegelin offered a number of historical examples of political religion but would not have written his essay had he not experienced Hitler's Germany: in 1938, the Anschluss caused Voegelin to flee from Vienna where he worked and to emigrate to the United States. In this sense the concept of political religion originated as a weapon in the fight against National Socialism. Even were it part of a scholarly analysis, it had a clear political message: the religious aspect of Nazi politics was perhaps the most prominent sign of its dangerous nature.
The combination of political religion and totalitarian politics forced itself on many observers of Nazi Germany. Seen from scholarly as well as political perspectives it was useful and convincing to link these two things together, and after the Second World War the crisis of democracy of the interwar years was overcome by stressing that a sober liberal democracy was the only real alternative to totalitarianism. The dichotomy of liberal democracy and totalitarianism was equated with a dichotomy between liberal democracy and political religion. Critics of totalitarian politics noticed that their enemies transformed politics into a kind of religion, and after the Second World War this view resulted in a clear-cut, though sometimes implicit, model of politics. This split has helped us discern and interpret important aspects of totalitarian politics and has drawn our attention to the very dangerous sides of political religion.
However, this dichotomy does not do justice to the ambiguities of modern democracy, especially to the ways people are politically mobilized. The study of political religion has had a preference for an analysis of the politics of the (totalitarian) state and has often ignored the religious aspects of (democratic) political movements. Even if recent interpretations of political religion tend to acknowledge that there are also democratic variants of this phenomenon, they often continue to build on the ideas of the 1930s and thus also continue the pattern of dichotomous reasoning, as illustrated by Emilio Gentile's distinction between (largely evil) political and (mainly benevolent) civil religion. 1 If one's purpose is to understand totalitarianism, one should keep the dichotomy. If, however, the purpose of one's research is to understand all aspects of democratic political mobilization, a study of the sacralization of politics or the religious aspects of politics is needed that does not start by considering it to be the opposite of democracy. Of course, this is not to say that there are no real differences between totalitarianism and democracy but rather that the instruments chosen to study political religion will at least partly determine what will be found and that the choice of perspective is crucial.
This contribution will discuss the examples of 'conversion' in early democratic socialism around 1900 (the main case being Germany), and of religious language in contemporary populism (in the Netherlands and elsewhere). Both examples will demonstrate that religious language was also used in a democratic political context. This sort of language has served, I will argue, to express that politics is not only about administration but also about the hopes and dreams of the people. This higher meaning has more often than not been expressed in religious terms, and, moreover, in phrases that could resemble the language of political religion in its totalitarian form. However, it is not as such a marker of totalitarian politics but rather an indication of the ambiguities of modern democratic politics. I will start by saying a few words about the way the concept of political religion became an important means of the defence of post-war liberal democracy against totalitarian politics of any kind. This is a crucial starting point because it shows that this use of the concept was a product of its age. As I will argue, it is useful to broaden the perspective and to use the occurrence of religious language to ponder the functions of (democratic) politics. Of course, my interpretation is also a product of its age and a contribution to a contemporary debate, and I will conclude by pointing out the relevance of this position for the current debate about populism.
Political Religion in Post-war Historiography
The Second World War had been a fight against evil, and the evil had taken on a religious guise. The enemy was National Socialism but also
